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Kinder delivers big surprise this Easter with 288% gift pack 
markup 

• Easter chocolate ripoff sees shoppers shelling out 70% extra on average for 
popular Easter treats versus regular chocolate 

• Gift packs have biggest markups while mini eggs offer eggscellent value  
 

Friday 7 April 2017: The Easter bunny could be shelling out wads of cash this year with a 
stash of new Easter novelty treats costing as much as 288% more than regular chocolate, 
according to financial comparison site Mozo.com.au. 
 
Mozo calculated the markups on 40 Easter treats from popular chocolate brands by 
comparing the cost per 100g of the Easter item with the cost of 100g of the same brand’s 
regular chocolate, finding the average markup was nearly 70%.  
 
“Kinder delivers the biggest surprise this year with a shocking 288% markup on the Maxi 
Egg Gift Pack, followed closely by boutique favourite Haighs which is offering a chocolate 
duck that is 203% more expensive than Haighs block chocolate. Not to be outdone, Lindt 
has combined its iconic gold bunny with some chocolate carrots and slapped a 185% hike 
on Lindt’s block chocolate price,” says Mozo Director Kirsty Lamont. 
 
“It’s not all bad news for the Easter Bunny however, with foil-wrapped solid mini eggs 
delivering the best value with an average markup of 15% and one large bag of Cabdury mini 
eggs even coming in cheaper than Cadbury block chocolate based on the unit price.”  
 
According to Mozo, gift packs had the biggest markups with the 13 products surveyed on 
average costing 115% more than block chocolate. Chocolate bunnies had the next biggest 
markups at 79%, while single hollow eggs came in at 52% more than block chocolate.  
 
“With hollow eggs it seems the Easter Bunny should go big or go home, with the Haighs 
whopper 600g milk egg costing 42% more than its block chocolate, compared with a 103% 
markup on the 100g egg. Similarly, the markup is 3 times bigger on Cadbury’s 50g hollow 
egg compared with the 100g egg,” says Lamont.  
 
“There’s good news for Easter chocolate traditionalists with the iconic Lindt gold bunny 
offering relatively good value with a markup of 18% over Lindt chocolate.”  
 
“While most chocolate lovers would understand there’s a price premium on Easter novelty 
treats, our analysis shows you’d be hopping mad not to compare the unit prices. With some 
products coming in cheaper than block chocolate, it’s possible to save big this Easter by 
avoiding the eggsorbitant markups.”  
 
Best and worst value Easter treats  
 

Brand	 Regular	chocolate		
(cost	per	100g)	

Easter	gift	set		
(cost	per	100g)	 Markup		 Solid	foil	wrapped	

eggs	(cost	per	100g)	 Markup*	
  

Cadbury	 $2.75	
Dairy	Milk	block	200g	

$5.13		
Dairy	milk	gift	pack	

87%	 $2.46	
325g	bag	

-11%*	   

Lindt	 $4.68	
Lindor	Milk	

$13.33	
Gold	bunny	farm	

185%	 $4.86	 4%	   
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Chocolate	block	100g	 tractor	 140g	pouch	

Haighs	
$5.05	

Milk	Chocolate	block	
200g	

$14.57	
Milk	chocolate	cod	

gift	tray	
189%	 $6.00	

350g	bag	
19%	   

Ferrero	 $5.07		
Rocher	30	pack	

$9.08	
Rocher	egg	T16	

79%	 $5.50	
Cocoa	Dark	eggs	

8%	  

Kinder	 $2.75		
16	treat	bag	

$10.67	
Kinder	Surprise	Maxi	

Gift	Pack	
288%	 $4.12	

Mini	eggs	
50%	   

Source: Mozo.com.au 17 March 2016.  
Note: Comparison uses unit prices i.e. cost per 100g of product. Weight is given to identify the 
product. Non-discounted prices were used.  
*The Cadbury 325g bag of mini eggs is cheaper based on unit price than block chocolate and 
therefore not a markup.  
  

-ENDS- 
 
Notes on research: Price information was sourced from Woolworths online, Coles online and 
Haighs online shopping sites. Non-discounted prices were. Price information is per 100g of 
each product. Products are milk chocolate unless otherwise specified. 
  
 
For data or interviews contact: 
Angela Cartwright or Kirsty Timsans at Mozo 
PH: 02 9037 4375 
E: angela.cartwright@mozo.com.au or Kirsty.timsans@mozo.com.au  
 
About Mozo.com.au 
Mozo compares 1,800 products from 200 banking, insurance and energy providers to help 
over 300,000 Australians find a better deal each month via its award winning comparison 
tools and calculators. Mozo is proud to partner with some of the country's biggest online 
publishers, making it one of the most visited comparison sites in Australia. 


